
 Bonus Lecture 6.5

Thepowerofaveraging finitegeneration of the invariants

Prerequisite MATH 380

1 Main result

Let G be agroup and Vbe a finite dimensional

representationof G over 0 We can talk about thealgebra of

polynomial functions at and its subalgebra of invariants
v3 We are interested in sufficient conditions for
v3 te be finitely generated
Suppose that we have a flu linearmap
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This is the case when G is finite we have af e f

where E is the averaging idempotent E Falgag This is
the case when G is compact but this requires some

importantdiscussion

Note that GEV is a gradedalgebra thehomegene
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cus degree K component to be denotedby flu is the space

of degree k homogeneouspolynomials Note that LimCCV

and that E VICQIU is a Gsubrepresentation It follows

that Glut E v5 is a graded subalgebra
Now back to the case when G is compact All

representationsin VI are finite dimensional continuous So

we have the averaging operator E Elul Gai see
Sec 3 in Lee 6

We define 2 on flu k to be thise One can show d is

cut linear exercise
The same construction works for reductivegroups such as

CL E and their rational representations

Now we proceed to themain result

Thm essentially Hilbert If a likeabove exists then EU
is a finitely generatedalgebra
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2 Proof

Theproof is in three steps Set v39 E flute this is
an ideal in ECU Let UI denote the ideal in Ecu

generated by Elvis
Steph Show that avi is finitelygenerated as an

algebra if Q v39 is finitely generated as an ideal

Step2 Show that Elvis is finitelygenerated as an
ideal in Alvy iff v39 is finitely generated as an

ideal in Cvs
This is where we use the operator 2

Step3 UsetheHilbert basis theorem to conclude that

any ideal in GIV Isthealgebra ofpolynomials is finitely
generated including Aug This will complete theproof

Step1 We can pick a finite collectionfor.fm ofhomey

es generators of Q v39 Then they generate Qu as

an algebra exercise
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Step2 Suppose ELVIS is finitely generatedThen we

can choose a finite collection of generators from ELVIS
denote it by F fi We claim that Fa Frgenerate Gus
Indeedpick Feecus Since Felav39 I ha heeGU w

G F ÉhiFi
Now apply 2 EV Glu to both sides On the th s

we have 2 F F247 F Onthe rhs d Ehifi Eyachilfi
Since aChile lavs we are done
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